
WATERY 
To move, collapse and re emerge, here. The limited opaqueness appears to be soluble, majority 
of the room is unburdened by shadows- only present by their edges. Glassy and not impassive.  
Shapes steeped in a room need no and have no reiteration, to move, collapse and re emerge 
altered, this time and next.  
More permanent than mind can fathom but not bones.  
Conjured watery inhibitions of hope concerning agencies of the glassy, the collapsed and the 
soluble opaqueness. Retinal impatience is halted then satiated, imposing a consciousness of 
what is what, and what what could be, and what what could do. 
 
THE CONGLOMERATE 
Gutteral confrontation forebodes anxiety. Hot hot extremities and fleeting self consciousness. As 
conglomerate safety in a number other than one is enforced. Reiteration and reiteration of 
relaxing between cacophonies of anguish rattle the complacency of the group as one.  
Consciousness of individual instills a generalised anxiety and the extremities get hotter. No 
cloud, no Sun, only awareness of green and anguish occasionally neutralised by a 
preoccupation with the day to day.  
 
DRIED MANGO 
When the mango was first cut, the mango was apparent to be juicy.  
Initially the juice was visible on the surface of the soft flesh.  
Diffusion is used to dry out the mango. 
To dehydrate- dry air collects the water on the surface of the flesh and is consequently removed 
from the mango. 
Water from further inside the flesh replaces the water on the surface and also, eventually rises 
away in the air.  
During diffusion the mango has gradually been waning cellularly. 
It shrinks substantially and it’s presence has dwindled.  
The mango is now considered dried.// 
The dried mango is rough and rubbery. 
The surface once slick is now jaggy. 
A notion not of permanence but prolongevity. 
A process of reshaping and reemergence. 
That what’s left behind. 
The mango dried is so much sweeter than before. 
 


